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Abstract. The Design Reference Mission for NASA's human mission to Mars indicates the desire for in situ

propellant production and bio regenerative life systems to ease Earth launch requirements. These operations, combined
with crew habitation and science, result in surface power requirements approaching 160 kilowatts. The power system,

delivered on an early cargo mission, must be deployed and operational prior to crew departm'e froln Earth. The most

mass efficient means of satisfying these requirements is through the use of nuclear power. Studies have been
perfommd to identify a potential systmn concept using a mobile cart to transport the power system away from the Mars

lander and provide adequate separation between the reactor and crew. The studies included an assessment of reactor

and power conversion technology options, selection of system and component redundancy, determination of optflnum

separation distance, and system performance sensitivity to some key operating parmneters. The resulting system

satisfies the key mission requirements including autonomous deployment, high reliability, and cost effectiveness at a
overall systmn mass of 12 toreros and a stowed volmne of about 63 m 3.

DESIGN REFERENCE MISSION

The Design Reference Mission (DRM) consists of an initial unmanned cargo mission and three piloted missions to

Mars over a period of seven years (Hoffman, 1997). Figure 1 shows the estimated power requirements through the

seven-year buildup of the Mars surface base. A major premise of the DRM is that the initial cargo delivery includes

an in-situ propellant production (ISPP) plant capable of producing the ascent propellant for the first piloted return

mission. The complete ascent propellant needs of the first piloted return from Mars must be satisfied via the

propellant plant before the crew departs Earth. The initial landed cargo delivery also includes a habitat module for

the first crew and a life support system capable of producing a cache of water, oxygen, and buffer gases. The power

requirements associated with this first cargo mission are expected to be about 50 kW: 25 kW for the propellant

plant, 15 kW for the life support cache, and 10 kW for the habitat module. The power system must be operational

shortly after arrival of the cargo to the surface to begin propellant and life support cache production and to maintain

the habitat, long before the first humans arrive.

Power
(kWe)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time (years)

FIGURE l. Mars Design Reference Mission Power Profile.
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Withthearrivalofthefirstcrew,approximately2 yearsaftertheearliercargoarrival,powerrequirementsincrease
to accommodatebio-regenerativelife supportsystems.Thefirst pilotedmissionalsodeliversa second
habitat/laboratorymodule.Continuedpropellantproduction,combinedwithbio-regenerativelife supportand
habitatrequirements,resultinanincreasein thetotalpowerrequirementstoabout100kW. Thesurfacemissionfor
thefirstcrewisexpectedtobeabout18months.

Thesecondandthirdpilotedmissionseachdeliveranadditionalhabitat/laboratorymodule.Thebio-regenerative
life supportsystemsundergoincreasinglevelsofclosurewitheachmission,reducingtherelianceonEarth-borne
logisticsre-supply.Uponarrivalofthethirdcrew,sixyearsaftertheinitialcargodeliverymission,thetotalpower
requirementsoftheMarsbaseareabout160kW.

POWER SYSTEM OPTIONS

There are several options to satisfy the DRM power profile. Smaller, incremental power systems could be delivered

with each mission, on an as-needed basis. The power system for the initial cargo mission would be sized for 50 kW.

The first piloted mission would deliver an additional 50 kW system, followed by 30 kW systems on each of the

subsequent piloted missions. This approach was dismissed due to limited payload capacity on the piloted missions.

Instead, a single 160 kW power plant was presumed for the initial cargo mission. A second 160 kW system was

manifested for the first piloted mission to provide 100% power redundancy. This approach offers the benefit of

increased payload capability for the latter piloted missions, assured crew safety through power system redundancy

and the advantage of economy of scale afforded by the larger system. An additional 10 kW auxiliary power unit

was added to the manifest to provide emergency back-up and to serve as a power supply for crew rovers and remote

science equipment. A 10 year power system life was assumed to assure long term operation beyond the DRM.

Both solar and nuclear power technologies were considered for the 160 kW power plant. A solar power system

using non-tracking photovoltaic arrays and regenerative fuel cells for nighttime power is estimated to weigh about

60 tonnes and have a stowed volume of about 1500 m 3 (Hoffman, 1997). The DRM Mars cargo lander, capable of

delivering a maximum of 65 tonnes and 625 m 3 to the surface, would be undersized for the solar power system.

Alternatively, a 160 kW nuclear power system, with Earth-delivered shielding, weighs less than 15 tonnes and has a
stowed volume of about 65 m 3.

Nuclear Power System Concept

The key requirements for the 160 kW nuclear power plant include autonomous deployment, high reliability, and low

cost. The autonomous deployment requirement is derived from the tact that system must be operational for the

propellant production plant and life support systems prior to crew arrival. High reliability is necessary to assure

crew safety. Low cost is essential if the overall mission is to be accepted by NASA Headquarters, Congress, and the

American public.

Autonomous deployment and crew radiation safety were mutually satisfied through the concept of a mobile

deployment cart. The reactor power system, mounted on a wheeled cart, is lowered to the surface and tele-

robotically driven to a sate distance from the habitat prior to system startup. This minimizes the amount of man-

rated shielding required for the reactor. Options to reduce this shield mass by using indigenous shielding or site

topography might also be considered. As the cart drives from the landing site, a pre-attached power transmission

cable is unfurled from a cable spool located on the cart body. Once in place, telemetry signals from Earth would

command the system to deploy waste heat radiator panels, withdraw reactor control rods, and begin electrical power

generation. The electrical power to propel the cart and deploy the power system is provided by the 10 kW auxiliary

power unit, and the mass of the deployment cart was assumed to be 15% of the total power system mass. Analysis

to determine the optimum separation distance of the cart relative to the crew habitat area is presented later in this

paper.

System cost was presumed to be a critical design factor. The key system drivers that effect system cost are the

reactor heat source technology and the power conversion technology. Options for the nuclear heat source include

liquid-metal cooled reactors (LMCR), such as SP-100, or gas cooled reactors (GCR). The LMCR option has the

advantage of design heritage from the work completed during the recent SP-100 program, including fuel and

materials development, and system design optimization. The GCR option offers the potential for common reactor

technology with the baseline nuclear thermal transportation system. Analysis of both options to assess the overall

system performance impacts can be found in the system analysis section.
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Optionsfor powerconversionincludedynamicsystems:Brayton,Stirling,andRankine,andstaticsystems:
Thermoelectric,Thermionic,andAMTEC(Alkali-metalThermal-to-ElectricConverter).Systemcostis most
influencedbyperformance,weightandtechnicalreadiness.Bothtree-pistonStirlingandliquid-metalRankine
conversionofferexcellentperformancepotential,butlackacommercialinfrastructurefordevelopmentof space-
ratedenginesin thispowerregime.Thermoelectrictechnologylacksanon-goingdevelopmentprogramandhas
relativelylowperformancepotential.Thermionic,eitherin-coreorout-of-core,andAMTECtechnologybothhave
excellentperformancepotentialbutmaylacktechnicalmaturity, especially at this power level. Brayton conversion

was selected for this study based on the combination of high performance, low weight potential and demonstrated

technology readiness. An added benefit with Brayton conversion is the potential to eliminate the reactor primary

heat exchanger when combined with a GCR. Analysis to determine performance sensitivity to peak cycle

temperature and recuperator effectiveness is provided in the system analysis section of this paper.

High reliability was addressed in an overall context by having a completely redundant power system delivered on

the first piloted mission. In addition, redundancy was planned for the power conversion, waste heat rejection, and

power management and distribution (PMAD) subsystems. After comparing several options, an engine configuration

with "3/2" redundancy was selected to assure reliable operation without significant impact to system mass. The

"3/2" configuration includes 3 engines with 2 needed for full power operation, resulting in an engine rating of 80

kW (160+2) and a normal operating level of 53.5 kW (160+.'3). As a design guideline, it was assumed that each

engine would have its own dedicated radiator capable of full power heat rejection. An alternative would be to have

a common radiator shared among the three engines. The "3/2" engine and dedicated radiator configuration provides

150% design capacity, and allows up to 1 module failure without effecting power output. The PMAD subsystem,

including converters and transmission cabling, was selected to have "4/3" (133% design capacity) redundancy

meaning that four independent channels are available, with three channels needed for full power.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS RESULTS

The key analytical studies identified during the concept development were as follows: 1) determination of optimum

reactor separation distance, 2) comparison of LMCR and GCR reactors, and 3) system mass sensitivity associated

with peak cycle temperature and recuperator effectiveness variations.

In all studies, the Brayton cycle efficiency was optimized for minimum system mass. This optimization represents a

trade-off of heat source mass (reactor and shield) versus radiator mass. Higher efficiency results in a smaller heat

source, but lower heat rejection temperature leading to a larger radiator. Lower efficiency yields a high heat

rejection temperature to reduce radiator size at the expense of a more massive heat source.

Optimum Separation Distance

The trade-off of reactor shield mass and transmission cable mass yields an optimum separation distance for the

reactor power system. A man-rated shielding concept, shown in Figure 2, was developed for this analysis. The

shielding consists of alternating layers of lithium-hydride (LiH) and tungsten (W), in a cylindrical configuration, to

provide neutron and gamma radiation attenuation 360 ° surrounding the reactor core. A thicker segment was

assumed to provide increased attenuation in the direction of the crew base of operations. Instrument rated shields on

the top and bottom were included to minimize radiation scatter. Using OSHA standards as a basis, dose rates were

chosen to be less than 5 rem/year in the direction of the crew base and less than 50 rem/year outside the crew

inclusion zone. The crew inclusion zone was conservatively chosen to be 90 °. In order to assure a reasonable

transmission cable mass with the large separation distance, cable voltage was assumed to be 5000 volts. The cable
was further assumed to be bare aluminum conductors laid on the surface with the conductor diameter sized to

maintain sate operating temperature.

Figure 3 shows the variation in system mass as a function of separation distance for a gas-cooled reactor power

system with a 1300 K, 95% recuperated Brayton conversion system. The mass includes the reactor, shield, power

conversion, PMAD, and deployment cart. As expected, shield mass dominates at shorter distances while PMAD

mass is minor. At the larger separation distances, PMAD mass becomes a significant percentage of the overall

system. The optimum separation distance is 2.8 km which relates to a system mass of about 12 tonnes.
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FIGURE 2. Man rated Shielding Concept.
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FIGURE 3. Shield Mass versus PMAD Optflnum Separation Distance.

Reactor Comparison

The LMCR concept in this study is based on SP-100 and sized using Sandia National Laboratory's RSMASS

computer model (Marshall, 1991). The reactor mass was calculated based on the thermal power requirement of the

power conversion system and includes a liquid-to-gas, primary heat exchanger. The reference GCR concept was

based on Pratt and Witney's Escort design (Joyner, 1999). Escort was conceived to provide a common reactor

technology for surface power and nuclear thermal propulsion. The reactor weighs 1302 kg, and in surface power

mode can provide up to 750 kWt for 10 years. In performing the system analyses, the Escort mass was held

constant, with thermal power limited to the 750 kWt maximum. The man-rated shielding mass, a function of reactor

thermal power and the radiation dose constraints, was determined using a simplified algorithm developed at Lewis,

based on previous Monte-Carlo neutron calculations.

The performance characteristics of the two reactor power system concepts are presented in Table 1. The smaller

core diameter and length of the LMCR results in a considerable shield mass savings. The reduced reactor core and

shield mass contributes to a decrease in the optimum separation distance and a slightly higher optimized cycle

efficiency. The latter result effects a minor increase in radiator area (310 m 2) relative to the GCR system (285 m2).

Overall, the LMCR system provides a 11% mass savings over the GCR power system. In the context of the overall

cart dimensions, the system stowed volume for the two systems was the same at about 63 m 3. Missing from this

comparison is the benefit of having a single reactor satisfy both power and propulsion requirements. Qualitatively,

the potential mission cost savings would appear to outweigh the modest mass penalty of the GCR system.

NASA/TM--1999-208894 4



TABLE1. Colnparison of 160 kW Liquid Metal Cooled and Gas Cooled Reactor Power Systelns.

Heritage
Thennal Power (kWt)

Reactor OD (CllI)

Reactor Length (cln)

Opthnuln Separation (kan)

Reactor (kg)

Shield (kg)

Power Conversion (kg)

PMAD (kg)

Cart (kg)

Total (kg)

GCR LMCR
Escort

716

67.5

81.0
2.8

1302

4875
3134

1131

1566

12009

SP 100

659

56.7

53.8
2.4

1428

3622

3259

963
1391

10663

Brayton Performance Sensitivities

Two of the major performance drivers for the Brayton system are recuperator effectiveness and peak cycle

temperature. Recuperator effectiveness (Er) determines the amount of heat extracted from the turbine discharge to

pre-heat the supply gas to the reactor. Higher effectiveness values result in higher cycle efficiency and reduced

radiator area. The drawback to high recuperator effectiveness is the weight of the heat exchanger, which becomes

more massive with increasing effectiveness. In reactor power system trade studies, the Brayton system is usually

either non-recuperated (Er=0) or highly recuperated (Er=95%).

Peak cycle temperature, or more specifically turbine inlet temperature, has an even more pronounced effect on

system performance. Higher temperatures allow the Brayton unit to operate at increased efficiency while

maintaining a high heat rejection temperature for reduced radiator size. However, the high temperature operation

requires more exotic material choices to assure sufficient operating life without creep fatigue (Juhasz, 1993). State-

of-the-art Brayton systems operate at about 1100 K using nickel-based superalloys for all high temperature

components. The next generation of Brayton engines will likely use refractory alloys to achieve peak operating

temperatures of 1300 K. Ceramic and high temperature composite materials would be required to achieve peak

cycle temperatures above 1500 K.

Figure 4 presents the performance sensitivities associated with recuperator effectiveness and turbine inlet

temperature (TIT). The chart examines GCR power system mass versus total radiator area for a series of mass-

optimized design points. Radiator area is considered an important performance parameter since it is strongly related

to the system stowed volume. Considering the 95% recuperated cases, a 1000 kg (8%) mass savings and a 250 m 2

(48%) area savings is realized by increasing the turbine inlet temperature from 1100 K to 1300 K. The performance

gains associated with a temperature increase to 1500 K are reduced to 500 kg (4%) and 90 m 2 (32%), relative to the

1300 K design point. Comparing non-recuperated to highly recuperated performance at 1300 K, there is a relatively

minor 275 kg (2%) mass penalty and a substantial 115 m 2 (30%) area savings with the 95% recuperated system. An

interesting result is the slope of the lines connecting the non-recuperated and 95% recuperated cases for each of the

three temperatures. The change in slope is based on the effective rejection temperature and the percent of radiator

mass to overall system mass. At 1100 K where radiator mass accounts for a major portion of the system mass,

recuperation is preferred in order to minimize the radiator. Conversely, the non-recuperated case appears to be the

preferred option at 1500 K, based on the minimal impact of recuperation on radiator area. Overall, the

recommended design point is 1300 K with a 95% recuperator based on "reasonable" mass and area performance,

using relatively near term materials technology.
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FIGURE 4. GCR Brayton Perfornlance Sensitivities.

SUMMARY

The high power and autonomous deployment requirements of NASA's Mars Design Reference Mission are well

suited to the use of nuclear surface power. The concept presented in this paper offers low mass and stowed volume

as well as high reliability and safety. A mobile cart is used to transport the reactor power system to a sate distance

from the habitat area prior to startup. Comparison of reactor and power conversion options indicate that a GCR-

Brayton system provides high performance while maintaining commonality with the nuclear thermal propulsion

system. System optimization and parametric sensitivity studies provided the means to select the preferred concept

design characteristics. The resulting design point weighs about 12 tonnes with a deployed radiator area of 285 m 2

and a stowed volume of 63 m 3.
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